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You have found a travel guide about Korea. Read the travel guide. 

Text 4 Travel guide 

 

❹ If you are brave enough, there is something you must 

try in Seoul! Cooks cut live octopuses into small pieces. 
Their tentacles are still wriggling when you eat them! 

❶ Seoul, the capital of South Korea, is a must-go for anybody 

interested in Korean culture. 

 

❷ N Seoul Tower, a landmark that has 

appeared in many popular K-dramas, is 
well known for its ‘Locks of Love’. Look 
for them at the observation deck and the 
base of the tower. 

❸ World Heritage Site Changdeokgung Palace is the most beautiful 

of the five palaces in Seoul. Nobody should miss a tour of the Secret 
Garden. Gardeners made this special garden as natural as possible. It 
was a place for the royal family to relax. 

❺Never sit in the priority seats on the Korean 

subway unless you are elderly, disabled or 
pregnant. The elderly will scold anyone who 
breaks the rules! 
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Comprehension 4 Your father has asked you about the travel guide. Answer his 
questions using information from the travel guide. For multiple-choice questions, 
choose the best answer and blacken ONE circle only. 

 

1 Where can you find the ‘Locks of Love’? 

You can find them at the ____________________ and the ___________________ 
of N Seoul Tower. 

 

2 According to the travel guide, how many palaces are there in Seoul? 

A 1         C 4          A B C D 

B 2         D 5              

 

3 What makes the Secret Garden special? Give TWO reasons. 

 i) _________________________________________________________________ 

 ii) _________________________________________________________________ 

 

4 Which word in paragraph 4 means the same as ‘moving around’? 

A brave        C live         A B C D 

B cut         D wriggling            

 

5 What does ‘them’ refer to in line 17?         ________________ 

 

6 Would you eat live octopuses? Why/why not? 

 __________________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________________ 

 

7 According to the travel guide, which of the following groups should NOT sit in the 
priority seats on the Korean subway? 

A children       C the elderly       A B C D 

B the disabled      D pregnant women          

 

8 Match each speech bubble to one of the tourist attractions. Write the name of the 
correct attraction on the line. 

 

 

i) __________________ ii) _________________ iii)__________________ 

The royal family liked 
relaxing here. 

You see this place in 
many K-dramas. 

This is a World 
Heritage Site. 


